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Night becomes day / Flower becomes fruit. Nature is always at work, transforming.
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Author Cynthia Argentine describes transitions including acorns sprouting, 
canyons forming, deserts blooming, and volcanoes erupting. Explore the 

transformative power of nature all around us.
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Prereading Discussion

Cynthia Argentine writes creative nonfiction for children 
and teens. Her book NIGHT BECOMES DAY: CHANGES 
IN NATURE (2021, Millbrook Press) uses vibrant language 
and photos to highlight the dynamic nature of our world. Her 
book STEAM JOBS IN CYBERSECURITY (2019, Rourke 
Educational Media) covers the importance of cybersecurity, with 
“Fast Facts” about famous computer hacks. Cynthia has also 
written STEM articles for national magazines. Prior to writing, 
she earned degrees in English, environmental science, and 
environmental law and worked as an environmental consultant. 
She loves how writing nonfiction means always learning 
something new.

Meet the Author: Cynthia Argentine

• Observe the photograph featured on the cover. Describe the scenery depicted. How do
the vibrant colors make you feel?

• The title of this book is NIGHT BECOMES DAY: CHANGES IN NATURE. Explore
ways that the front and back covers of the book complement the title.

• Notice the sun hovering on the horizon. Did the photographer capture a sunrise or a
sunset? How do you know?

• The phrase printed on the back cover reads, “Everywhere on Earth -
from shore to mountain, field to forest, surface to sky - nature is at work,
TRANSFORMING.” Define the word transforming. Discuss ways nature
transforms.

• Describe the transformation that takes place when night
becomes day. Conversely, what changes occur when day
becomes night.

• Predict what this book is going to be about.

Consider the front and back covers of the book:
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Post Reading Discussion

Turn to the spread featured on pages 6-7. Discuss the following questions and 
statements:

• Geology is the science that explores changes in land and water. Consider the effect of
history and passage of time as it relates to geology.

• In the author’s note, Cynthia Argentine states, “Bodies of water are powerful agents of
change.” Examine how water brings about change on a beach and in a canyon.

• Imagine how a river might change the landscape. Consider how the power of river currents
might affect the shores, river bottoms, and surrounding terrain.

• List ways that geological changes happen quickly. Discuss how, over time, changes that
happen quickly alter topography forever.

Turn to the spreads featured on pages 8-9 and 10-11. Discuss the following 
questions and statements:

• Botany is the science that explores changes involving plants. Consider how the science of
geology affects the types of plants that grow in specific environments.

• In the author’s note, Cynthia Argentine explains the cycle of a plant. A cycle is defined as a
pattern, rotation, or a sequence. Describe the stages of the plant cycle.

• Explain reasons why the plant cycle of an oak tree takes longer than that of a pumpkin
vine.

Turn to the spreads featured on pages 12-13 and 14-15. Discuss the following 
questions and statements:

• Biology is the science that explores growth and changes in living organisms. Consider how
plants and animals change as a result of being in the sun or the shade.

• In the author’s note, Cynthia Argentine explains that soil contains microbes, tiny living
organisms that live in water and soil. Determine the role microbes play in nature’s changes.

• The desert and a forest are examples of two types of biomes. Each is characterized by
different types of climate, ecology, and wildlife. Compare and contrast the biology of the
desert and the forest. Tell how the geology of each biome dictates the types of plants and
animals that exist in each.
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Turn to the spread featured on pages 16-17. Discuss the following questions 
and statements:

• Chemistry is the science that explores the molecular changes of substances. Molecules
are the smallest unit of a chemical compound consisting of more than one atom.
Consider the transformational power of molecules of water, from high in the sky to the
depths beneath the earth.

• In the author’s note, Cynthia Argentine explains the water cycle, how water forms
clouds and how dew appears on blades of grass. Does geology affect the movement of
water molecules through the water cycle? Explain your answer.

Turn to the spread featured on pages 22-23. Discuss the following questions 
and statements:

• Physics is the science of matter and energy. Matter is defined as being anything that
takes up space and volume. Does a molecule consist of matter? How so?

• Consider the photographs of the ancient diamond and the delicate snowflake depicted
in the spread. Examine how geology, chemistry, and physics contribute to the creation
of these sparkling treasures.

• The word transformation means renewal, evolution, and rebuilding. Transformation in
nature occurs continually. It never ends. Describe the characteristics of the geological,
botanical, biological, physical, and chemical cycles presented in this book.
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The Vocabulary Match Up Game

Everywhere on Earth - 
from shore to mountain,

field to forest, surface to sky -
nature is at work,

TRANSFORMING.

Objective: To explore various shapes and sizes of natural structures and phenomena through 
engaging in an interactive activity.

Materials: 
• NIGHT BECOMES DAY: CHANGES IN

NATURE, the book
• The Vocabulary Match Up Game Board

(Guide, pg. 7)
• The Vocabulary Match Up Game Cards

(Guide, pg. 8)
• The Vocabulary Match Up Game Answers

(Guide, pg. 9)
• Cardstock
• Scissors
• 9 Game pieces such as pennies, buttons, or beans to serve as place markers

Procedure: 
• Each student is to create their own Vocabulary Match Up Game to be used in play

together in groups of 2 to 4.
• Print the Vocabulary Match Up Game Board and Game Cards on cardstock. Use scissors

to trim around the border of the game board and cards.
• Instruct students to shuffle all of the players’ cards together. Place them in a stack face

down on the table.
• The first player is to pick a card from the top of the stack and read the definition aloud.

Should there be a match, the player is to place a game piece on the corresponding photo.
If not, the player is to miss a turn.

• Continue in this manner until one player’s board is completely covered by game pieces.
The first player to cover their board with game pieces is the winner of the game.

• Matches can be verified using the Vocabulary Match Up Game Answers grid as a
reference.
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The Vocabulary Match Up Game Board
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The Vocabulary Match Up Game Cards
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The Vocabulary Match Up Game Answers
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The Plant Cycle Foldable Project

Flower becomes fruit.

Objective: To identify and explain the functionality of various parts of a plant.

Materials:
• NIGHT BECOMES DAY: CHANGES IN NATURE,

the book
• The Plant Cycle Foldable (Guide, pg. 11)
• The Plant Cycle: Images & Definitions (Guide, pg.

12)
• The Plant Cycle Foldable Answers (Guide, pg. 13)
• Scissors
• Glue stick or tape
• Writing materials

Procedure:
• Consider the opening spread in NIGHT BECOMES

DAY: CHANGES IN NATURE. Lead a discussion
about the transformation of a flower becoming fruit.
Explain the process of pollination (pollen from one
flower traveling to another), fertilization (pollen moving from the flower’s stamens, 
down the pistils, to its ovary), to the eventual development of ripened fruit.

• Distribute copies of the Plant Cycle Foldable and the Plant Cycle: Images & 
Definitions.

• On the Plant Cycle Foldable, instruct students to use scissors to trim around the 
border of the foldable and fold it in half along the dotted lines. Tell them to use 
scissors to create paper strips by cutting along the bold lines separating the words 
being careful to stop at the dotted line.

• Have students trim around the boards of the images and definitions available on the 
Plant Cycle: Images & Definitions page.

• Using tape or glue sticks, instruct students to first secure the correct definition tab 
beneath its corresponding label strip. Next, to add the matching image to the 
definition tab.

• Check your work with the  Plant Cycle Foldable Answers guide.
• Encourage students to write a informative essay about the process of the plant 

development cycle.
• Using their Plant Cycle Foldable as a visual, have students explain the 

transformational process of a flower becoming fruit.
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The Plant Cycle Foldable
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The Plant Cycle: Images & Definitions
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The Plant Cycle Foldable Answers

seed

sprout

plant

flower

fruit
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The NIGHT BECOMES DAY Double Puzzle

Unscramble the words below. Use the numeric clues to solve the phrase in the puzzle below.
Puzzle answers can be found on the following page.  
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The NIGHT BECOMES DAY Double Puzzle Answers
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Next Generation Science Standards
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